For the first time, a NATO Centre of Excellence fully aligns its military education with civilian academic educational standards in a partnership with the Helmut Schmidt University (University of the German Armed Forces in Hamburg). We have formed a partnership to deliver the highest level of education to dedicated civilian and military leaders.

The field of Civil-Military Interaction (CMI) is highly Interdisciplinary and manifold. Complex current and future crisis require comprehensive approaches by diverse civil and military actors. The M-CMI addresses this by combining academic theories and methods with expertise and practical experience of the lecturers and participants!

Moreover, this effort complements NATO’s policy on Education & Training “The Global Programming” to a great extent. The possibility to align academic and military education is proof of the high training standards in NATO.

Graduates will acquire the competencies to analyse the facets of complex crisis response on the operational and strategic levels. The mixture of face to face networking and online problem-based learning allows studying part-time. Modules consist of in-service online studies combined with compact attendance-based classes. The residential parts for most modules are two-weekend blocks and is ideal for leaders desiring to enlarge their knowledge, network and to pursue their careers simultaneously.
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